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PERMUTATION-EQUIVARIANT
QUANTUM K-THEORY X.
QUANTUM HIRZEBRUCH-RIEMANN-ROCH IN
GENUS 0
ALEXANDER GIVENTAL
Abstract. We extract genus 0 consequences of the all genera
Quantum HRR formula proved in Part IX. This includes re-proving
and generalizing the adelic characterization of genus 0 quantum
K-theory found in [5]. Extending some results of Part VIII and
of [5], we derive the invariance of a certain variety (the “big J-
function”), constructed from the genus 0 descendant potential of
permutation-equivariant quantum K-theory, under the action of
certain finite difference operators in Novikov’s variables, apply this
to reconstructing the whole variety from one point on it, and give
an explicit description of it in the case of the point target space.
1. Adelic characterization
Let FX denote the genus-0 descendant potential of permutation-
equivariant quantum K-theory on a compact Ka¨hler manifold X , or
more precisely, its dilaton-shifted version. By definition (see Part IX)
FXpv ` tq :“
ÿ
l,d
Qdś
r lr!
x. . . , t1, . . . ; . . . ; . . . , tk, . . . ; . . .y0,l,d.
Here t “ pt1, . . . , tk, . . . q is a sequence of Laurent polynomials in q
with vector coefficients in K :“ K0pXq b Λ, v :“ p1 ´ qqp1, 1, . . . q
is the dilaton vector, and 1 is the unit in K0pXq. The ground ring
Λ, containing Novikov’s variables Q, is a λ-algebra, i.e. is equipped
with Adams’ operations Ψm, m “ 1, 2, . . . , Ψ1 “ id, which act on
Novikov’s variables by ΨmpQdq “ Qmd. We assume that Ψm with
m ą 1 increase the descending filtration of Λ by the powers Λd` of a
certain ideal Λ` containing all Novikov’s monomials Q
d with d ‰ 0.
The correlators x. . .yg,l,d are defined in terms of K-theory on the moduli
space Xg,n,d of genus-g degree-d stable maps to X of compact complex
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nodal curves with n marked points. Let h denote the automorphism
of Xg,n,d induced by the renumbering of the n marked points with the
cycle structure determined by a partition l “ pl1, . . . , lr, . . . q, where lr
stands for the number of cycles of length r “ 1, 2, . . . . The correlator
xu1, . . . ,ul1;v1, . . . ,vl2 ; . . . ;w1, . . . ,wlr ; . . .yg,l,d,
where ui,vj,wk are K-valued Laurent polynomials of q, is defined as
follows. To such a Laurent polynomial, say, wpqq “ řm φmqm, φm P
K0pXq b Λ, we associate an h-equivariant vector bundle W on Xg,n,d:
W “
râ
α“1
ÿ
m
ev˚σαpφmqLbmσα ,
where σ1, . . . , σr are indices of marked points cyclically permuted by
h, evσ : Xg,n,d Ñ X is the evaluation map at the marked point σ, and
Lσ is the line orbibundle over Xg,n,d formed by the cotangent lines to
the curves at the σth marked point. With this notation, the above
correlator equals˜
8ź
r“1
1
rlr
¸
strhH
˚
˜
Xg,n,d;Og,n,d
l1â
i“1
Ui
l2â
j“1
Vj ¨ ¨ ¨
lrâ
k“1
Wk ¨ ¨ ¨
¸
,
where Og,n,d is the virtual structure sheaf introduced by Y.-P. Lee [6].
With the function FX we associate the “big J-function” which to
a sequence t “ pt1, t2, . . . q of K-valued Laurent polynomials in q as-
sociates the following sequence f “ pf1, f2, . . . q of K-valued rational
functions1 of q:
f1 “p1´ qq1` t1pqq `
ÿ
l,d,α
Qdφαś
s ls!
x φ
α
1´ qL, t1pLq, . . . ; t2pLq, . . .yd,l`11
. . .
fr “p1´ qq1` trpqq `
ÿ
l,d,α
Qdφαś
s ls!
x φ
α
1´ qL, tkpLq, . . . ; t2kpLq, . . .yd,l`11
. . .
Here the cycle structure l ` 11 is obtained from l by adding one cycle
of length 1.
The range of the J-function is a (formal, infinite dimensional) subva-
riety in the space K8 of sequenses f “ pf1, f2, . . . q of K-valued rational
functions in q allowed to have poles at q “ 0,8, or roots of unity. We
denote this range by LX .
1We remind that by a rational function, Laurent polynomial, etc. in q we mean
a Q-series whose coefficients are such rational functions, Laurent polynomials, etc.
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Another way to describe LX is to consider FX as a family of func-
tions of the first input t1 depending on t2, t3, . . . as parameters. Then
the map t1 ÞÑ f1pt1, t2, t3, . . . q parameterizes the graph of the differ-
ential dt1FX for given values of the parameters t2, t3, . . . , and fr :“
f1ptr, t2r, t3r, . . . q. The sequences f “ pf1, f2, . . . q of differentials lie in
the cotangent bundle of T ˚K8` of the subpace K
8
` Ă Kp8q, consisting
of sequences of K-valued Laurent polynomaials in q. The cotangent
bundle space is identified with the whole of K8 by means of the po-
larization K8 “ K8` ‘K8´ , Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic
form
Ω8pf , gq “
8ÿ
r“1
Ψr
r
Ωpfr, grq,
Ωpf, gq “ ´ rResq“0`Resq“8spfpq´1q, gpqqq dq
q
.
Here pa, bq :“ χpX ; a b bq “ ş
X
tdpTXq chpaq chpbq is the K-theoretic
Poincare´ pairing onK0pXq. By definition, the negative space K8´ of the
polarization consists of sequences f “ pf1, f2, . . . q satisfying frp8q “ 0,
frp0q ‰ 8.
Remark. Note that the graph of each fr for fixed values of the param-
eters t2r, t3r, . . . is a Lagrangian variety in pK,Ωq (where K is the space
of K-valued Laurent polynomials in q), and the whole family of such
Lagrangian varieties for, say, r “ 1 determines LX . However, a value
of f1, though “knows” its input t1, does not “remember” the values of
the parameters t2, t2, . . . . One reason to introduce LX is that from a
point on it, the corresponding argument t P K8` is reconstructed by
projection along K8´ . On the other hand, there is no reason for LX to
be Lagrangian in pK8,Ω8q.
We will give an adelic characterization of LX in terms of fake genus-0
K-theoretic GW-invariant of X . The fake holomorphic Euler charac-
teristic of a bundle V over Xg,n,d is defined by the right hand side of
the Hirzebruch-RR formula:
χfakepXg,n,d;V q :“
ż
rXg,n,ds
tdpTXg,n,dq chpV q,
where rXg,n,ds is the virtual fundamental class, and TXg,n,d is the virtual
tangent bundle. The genus-0 descendant potential F fakeX is defined as
a function of tpqq “ řmě0 φmpq ´ 1qm P Kfake` by
F
fake
X ptq “
ÿ
n,d
Qd
n!
xtpLq, . . . , tpLqyfake0,n,d,
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where xφα1Lm1 , . . . , φαnLmny0,n,d :“ χfake pX0,n,d;bni“1 ev˚i pφαiqLmii q.
The graph of the differential dF fakeX is identified with a Lagrangian
variety LfakeX Ă pKfake,Ωfakeq. By Kfake we denote the space of K-
valued Laurent series in q´ 1. It is equipped with the symplectic form
Ωfakepf, gq :“ Resq“1pfpq´1q, gpqqq dq
q
,
Lagrangian polarization Kfake˘ , where K
fake
` consists of power series,
and Kfake´ consists of the principal parts of the Laurent series, as well
as the dilaton vector p1´qq1. Explicitly, LfakeX consists of vector-valued
Laurent series in q ´ 1 of the form
1´ q ` tpqq `
ÿ
α,n,d
Qdφα
n!
x φ
α
1´ qL, tpLq, . . . , tpLqy
fake
0,n`1,d.
In fact LfakeX is an overruled Lagrangian cone, i.e. each tangent space
T of LfakeX contain p1´ qqT Ă LfakeX and is tangent to LfakeX everywhere
along p1´ qqT . The cone LfakeX can be explicitly described in terms of
cohomological GW-theory of X (see [1, 3, 5] or Part IX).
Theorem 1. Let f “ pf1, f2, . . . , fr, . . . q be a sequence of rational func-
tions of q with values in K “ K0pXq b Λ considered as an element of
the symplectic loop space pK8,Ω8q. This sequence represents a point in
the range LX Ă K8 of the “big J-function” of permutation-equivariant
quantum K-theory of X if and only if it satisfies the following criteria:
(i) For each r “ 1, 2, . . . , the Laurent series expansion f p1qr of frpqq
near q “ 1 lies in the Lagrangian submanifold LfakeX Ă pKfake,Ωfakeq
representing the graph of the differential of of the genus 0 descendant
potential F fakeX of fake quantum K-theory of X;
(ii) For each r, and each root of unity ζ ‰ 1, the Laurent series
expansion f
pζq
r of frpq1{m{ζq near q “ 1, where m is the primitive order
of ζ, lies in the Lagrangian subspace
△ζΨ
mpT
f
p1q
rm
L
fake
X q bΨmpΛq Λ,
where the operator of multiplication △ζ is given by the formula
△ζ :“ e
ř
ką0
´
ΨkpT˚
X
´1q
kp1´ζ´kqk{mq
´ ΨkmpT˚X´1q
kp1´qkmq
¯
.
Theorem 1 generalizes several previously known results. Setting tk “
0 for all k ą 1 we obtain the result of [5] which characterizes the version
of genus-0 quantum K-theory which does not involve permutations of
the marked points. Setting all tk with k ą 1 equal to each other, we
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obtain an adelic characterization of permutation-equivariant J-function
studied in Part VII and Part VIII.
2. Example: X “ pt
In this case, K8 consists of sequences f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q of scalar
(i.e. Λ-valued) rational functions of q with poles at q “ 0,8 or roots
of unity, and K8` consists of sequences t “ pt1, . . . , tr, . . . q of scalar
Laurent polynomials in q.
Theorem 2. The range Lpt Ă K8 of the “big J-function” consists of
sequences f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q P K8 of the form
f1pqq “ p1´ qqe
ř
ką0Ψ
kpτkq{kp1´ qkq t1pq, q´1q
. . .
frpqq “ p1´ qqe
ř
ką0Ψ
kpτkrq{kp1 ´ qkq trpq, q´1q
. . .
where tk P K` are scalar Laurent polynomials Λ`-close to 1, and τk P
Λ` are arbitrary scalar parameters.
Proof. We derive this by verifying criteria (i), (ii) of Theorem 1.
It is known (see, for instance, [2]) that the Lfakept consists of Laurent
series of the form
p1´ qqeτ{p1´qq tpq ´ 1q,
where t is a power series in q ´ 1 which is Λ`-close to 1, and τ P Λ` is
an arbitrary scalar.
First, we expand fr into Laurent series f
p1q
r in q ´ 1:
f p1qr “ p1´ qqeTr{p1 ´ qq trpq ´ 1q, where Tr “
ÿ
ką0
Ψkpτkrq{k2,
and tr are some power series in q ´ 1. We use here that 1{p1 ´ qkq “
1{kp1´ qq `Op1q. Thus f p1qr P Lfakept , and criterion (i) is fulfilled.
Note that the tangent space to Lfakept at the point f
p1q
r has the form
eTr{p1´qqK
fake
` .
In the case X “ pt, the operator △ζ consists in multiplication by an
invertible power series in q ´ 1. Therefore, for a primitive mth root of
unity ζ ,
△ζΨ
mpT
f
p1q
rm
L
fake
pt q bΨmpΛq Λ “ eΨ
mrTrm{p1´ qqsKfake` .
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We want to check that this subspace contains the Laurent series ex-
pansion f
pζq
r of frpq1{m{ζq near q “ 1. We have:
f pζqr “ p1´ q1{m{ζqe
ř
ką0Ψ
kpτkrq{kp1´ qk{m{ζkq trpq1{m{ζ, q´1{mζq.
The terms in the exponent which have pole at q “ 1 come from the
values of k divisible by m. For k “ lm we have:ÿ
lą0
Ψlmpτlmrq
lmp1 ´ qlq “ Ψ
m
ˆ
Trm
1´ q
˙
` terms regular at q “ 1.
Thus, criterion (ii) is also fulfilled.
Thus, the family of sequences f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q described in The-
orem 2 lie in Lpt. Note that at τ “ 0, this family contains the Λ`-
neighborhood of the dilaton vector in K8` . At t “ 1, the projection
of f to K8` along K
8
´ is rfs` “ p1 ´ q ` τ1, . . . , 1 ´ q ` τr, . . . q. Thus,
the tangent space at the dilaton point to the entire domain of Fpt is
covered by our family. It follows now from the formal Implicit Function
Theorem, that the family parameterizes the whole of Lpt.
3. Dq-symmetries
We generalize here results of [5, 4], and Part VIII about symmetries
of genus-0 quantum K-theory induced by finite-difference operators in
Novikov’s variables.
Pick an integer basis p1, . . . , ps in H2pX ;Qq with respect to which
all degrees of holomorphic curves in X are expressed by vectors d “
pd1, . . . , dsq with non-negative components di. Let Pi be the line bundle
over X whose 1st Chern class is ´pi. Let Dq denote the algebra of finite
difference operators in Novikov’s variables. By definition it consists of
non-commutative polynomial expressions formed from multiplication
operators Qi, translation operators q
QiBQi , and can have Laurent poly-
nomials in q in the role of coefficients. We make Dq act on the space
K of K-valued rational functions of q so that Qi act naturally as multi-
plication by Qi P Λ`, while the translation operators act on K-valued
functions of Q by Piq
QiBQi , i.e. by
FpQ1, . . . , Qsq ÞÑ PiFp. . . , Qi´1, qQi, Qi`1, . . . q.
For convergence purposes we will further assume that our operators
DpPqQBQ, Q, qq have “small free terms”, i.e. Dp1, 0, qq P Λ`rq, q´1s.
Theorem 3. Let D “ pD1, . . . , Dk, . . . q be a sequence of finite differ-
ence operators DkpPqQBQ, Q, qq. Then the following transformation on
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the space K8 of sequences f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q of vector-valued rational
function preserves LX :
fr ÞÑ e
ř
ką0Ψ
kpDkrpPqkQBQ, Q, qqq{kp1´ qkq fr, r “ 1, 2, . . . .
Remark. Recall that Adams’ operations Ψk act naturally on K0pXq,
act of functions of q by Ψkpqq “ qk, act through the λ-algebra struc-
ture on the coefficient ring Λ, and in particular by ΨkpQdq “ Qkd
on Novikov’s variables. Consequently, multiplication by Pi hidden in
ΨkpDpPqQBQ, Q, qqq turns after the application of Ψk into multiplica-
tion by P ki . However,
ΨkpqQiBQiQdq “ ΨkpqdiQdq “ qkdiQkd “ qQiBQiΨkpQdq,
i.e. ΨkpqQBQq “ qQBQ. Therefore ΨkpPqkQBQq “ pPqQBQqk. Thus, the
operators in the exponent act as legitimate finite difference operators
in our representation, i.e. as combinations of multiplications by Qi and
twisted translation operators Piq
QiBQi .
Proof. Suppose f P LX . Then: (i) expansion f p1qr of frpqq near q “ 1
lie in LfakeX , and (ii) expansion f
pζq
r of frpq1{m{ζq near q “ 1, where ζ ‰ 1
is a primitive mth root of unity, lie in △ζΨ
mpT
f
p1q
rm
L
fake
X q bΨmpΛq Λ.
It is known (see, for instance, [1, 5], or Section 3 in Part IX), that
L
fake
X is an overruled Lagrangian cone in the symplectic loop space
Kfake, and that it is obtained by a certain loop group transformation
△ : H Ñ Kfake from the overruled Lagrangian cone LHX of quan-
tum cohomology theory on X . Recall that LHX lies in the appropriate
symplectic loop space H “ HevenpX ; Λppzqqq, where z “ log q, and
represents the graph of the differential of the genus 0 descendant po-
tential of cohomological GW-theory of X . It follows (see [4]) from the
divisor equations of quantum cohomology theory, that LHX is invariant
under the action of operators f ÞÑ eD{zf where DpzQBQ ´ p,Q, zq is
any (pseudo) differential operator (with “small free term”) in Novikov’s
variables. Consequently, since the loop group transformation △ does
not depend on Q, the cone LfakeX is similarly invariant under the action
of operators f ÞÑ eD{p1´qqf , where Dpplog qqQBQ ´ p,Q, q ´ 1q is any
differential operator. 2 The operator in the exponent here is required
to have at most the 1st order pole at q “ 1. Besides, the tangent spaces
TfL
fake
X and the ruling spaces p1´qqTfLfakeX Ă LfakeX areD-modules, i.e.
stay invariant under the operators D, and hence under the operators
2Note that log q “ logp1´p1´ qqq “ ´
ř
ką0p1´ qq
k{k is a legitimate coefficient
in Kfake (though not in K), and pi “ ´ logPi is well-defined under the Chern
character identification of K0pXq bQ with HevenpX ;Qq.
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eD (with no pole at q “ 1). In particular, since PqQBQ “ eplog qqQBQ´p,
the invariance properties hold true for finite difference operators.
Now let g “ pg1, . . . , gr, . . . q be the result of the transformation
described in the theorem and applied to f . We intend to check that g
satisfies the criteria (i), (ii) of Theorem 1. Since 1{p1´ qkq has the 1st
order pole at q “ 1, it follows that gp1qr P LfakeX . Furthermore, according
to the invariance properties described above, the tangent space to LfakeX
at f
p1q
rm is transformed to another tangent space (at g
p1q
rm) determined by
the polar part of the operator in the exponent. Therefore
T
g
p1q
rm
L
fake
X “ e
ř
ką0Ψ
kpDkrmpPqkQBQ, Q, qq{k2p1´ qq T
f
p1q
rm
L
fake
X .
On the other hand,
gpζqr “ e
ř
ką0 Ψ
kpDkrpP pq
1{m{ζqkQBQ ,Q,q1{m{ζqq{kp1´qk{m{ζkq frpq1{m{ζq
“ eDpP pq1{m{ζqQBQ ,Q,q´1q e
ř
lą0 Ψ
lmpDlmrpPq
lQBQ ,Q,qqq{l2p1´qmq f pζqr .
The transition from the first to the second line uses a version of the
Campbell-Hausdorff formula which rewrites eA`B{p1´qq as eCeB{p1´qq,
where by A and B we denote operators without pole at q “ 1. Since
the commutator of rA,Bs is divisible by q ´ 1, the operator C also
comes out without the pole.
Comparing with the formula for T
g
p1q
rm
L
fake
X , we find that the factor
eB{p1´qq coincides with
Ψm
´
e
ř
ką0Ψ
kpDkrmpPqkQBQ, Q, qqq{k2p1´ qq¯ .
Given that f
pζq
r P △ζΨmpTf p1qrmL
fake
X qbΛ, and using the fact that△ζ does
not depend onQ, we conclude, that eB{p1´qqf
pζq
r P △ζΨmpTgp1qrmL
fake
X qbΛ.
As we have discussed, the tangent space T
g
p1q
rm
L
fake
X is preserved by
(differential and hence) finite difference operators. However, Adams’
operation Ψm changes the representation by which such operators act.
Namely, ΨmppPiqQiBQi q1{mq “ PipqQiBQi q1{m. Also note that ζ´QiBQi ,
acting on Qd by ζ´di, acts trivially on ΨmpQdq “ Qmd when ζ is an
mth root of unity. Therefore the operator DpP pq1{m{ζqQBQ, Q, q ´ 1q
(nicknamed as C in the Campbell-Hausdorff formula) acts in ΨmpKfakeq
as a legitimate pseudo-differential operator in this new representation,
and preserves the subspace ΨmpT
g
p1q
rm
L
fake
X q. This implies that the same
is true for the subspace △ζΨ
mpT
g
p1q
rm
L
fake
X qbΛ in Kfake, and shows that
g
pζq
r “ eCeB{p1´qqf pζqr lies in this subspace.
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Corollary (string flows). The transformations
fr ÞÑ e
ř
ką0Ψ
kpτkrq{kp1´ qkq fr, r “ 1, 2, . . . ,
where τk P Λ`, k “ 1, 2, . . . , preserve LX .
4. Explicit reconstruction
We generalize “explicit reconstruction” results from [4] and Part
VIII. Let us begin with the following proposition.
Proposition (Dq-module structure). If f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q lies in
LX , then pD1f1, . . . , Drfr, . . . q, where D1, D2, . . . is any sequence of
finite difference operators, also lies in LX .
Proof. This is a simplified version of the previous arguments. We
are given that f
pζq
r pass the tests (i), (ii) of Theorem 1, i.e. f
p1q
r P LfakeX ,
and for primitive mth roots of unity ζ ‰ 1, f pζqr P △ζΨmpTf p1qrmL
fake
X qbΛ.
Then f
p1q
r lies in (its own) ruling space p1 ´ qqTf p1qr Ă L
fake
X , which is
Dr-invariant. Therefore, for gr :“ Drfr, we find that gp1qr lies in the
same ruling space as f
p1q
r , and the tangent spaces Tgp1qr and Tf p1qr coincide
as well. Furthermore,
gpζqr “ DrpP pq1{m{ζqQBQ, Q, q1{m{ζq f pζqr P △ζΨmpTf p1qrmq b Λ,
since the operator here commutes with △ζ and preserves the subspace
ΨmpT
f
p1q
rm
q in ΨmpKfakeq (as was discussed in the proof of Theorem 3).
Remark. This Proposition together with the previous Corollary give
another proof of Theorem 1. Namely, it is easy to check that t “ 0
is a critical point of Fpt, which implies that the dilaton vector p1 ´
qqp1, 1, . . . q lies in Lpt. Then, applying Theorem 4 with Dr “ trpq, q´1q
(multiplication by a Laurent polynomial), we conclude that p1´ qqK8`
lies in LX . Finally, applying the string flow from Corollary, we obtain
the whole of Lpt.
Theorem 4. Suppose that the degree-2 classes p1, . . . , ps generate
the cohomology algebra HevenpX ;Qq, and hence (equivalently) the line
bundles P1, . . . , Ps multiplicatively generate K
0pXq b Q. Pick Lau-
rent monomials Pmα to form a linear basis in K0pXq b Q. Let cα,r P
Λrq, q´1s, r “ 1, 2, . . . , be arbitrary3 scalar Laurent polynomials in q,
and τα,k P Λ`, k “ 1, 2, . . . , be arbitrary “small” parameters. Suppose
that f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q is a point in LX , and let fr “
ř
d fr,dQ
d be the
3For consistency with our earlier understanding of the domain of FX we should
assume that cα,r are Λ`-close to 1.
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Q-expansion of fr (i.e. the coefficients fr,d do not depend on Q). With
this notation, the following family g “ pg1, . . . , gr, . . . q of points in K8
lies in LX and parameterizes the whole of it:
gr :“
ÿ
d
fr,dQ
de
ř
ką0
ř
αΨ
kpτα,rkqP
kmaqkpmα,dq{kp1´qkq
ÿ
α
cα,rpqqPmαqpmα,dq.
Here pm, dq “ řimidi denotes the value of řimipi P H2pXq on
d P H2pXq.
Proof. Let us assume first that τα,k are free λ-algebra generators
added to the ground ring Λ. We apply Theorem 3 and above Proposi-
tion over such an extended ground ring rΛ to conclude that the following
family rg “ p. . . , rgr, . . . q of points lies in rLX :
rgr :“
˜ÿ
α
cα,rpPqQBQqmα
¸
e
ř
ką0
ř
αΨ
kpτα,rkqpPq
QBQ qkmα {kp1´qkq fr.
Since τα,k do not depend on Q, the operators in the exponent com-
mute and can be computed explicitly on the monomials Qd. Namely,
pqQBQqkmαQd “ qkpmα,dqQd. After that the operators on the left can be
applied explicitly too. The resulting expression matches the one for
gr in the formulation of Theorem 4. Now we can invoke the change
of the ground ring rΛÑ Λ defined as the homomorphism of λ-algebras
induced by the specialization of τα,k to their values in Λ`. It is easy to
see that the descendant potential rFX turns into FX under this opera-
tion, and hence the variety rLX turns into LX . Therefore the family g
indeed lies in LX .
We can check now the same way as we did in the proof of Theorem
2 that the projection of this family to K8` along K
8
´ covers the Λ`-
neighborhood of the dilaton vector. For instance, modulo Novikov’s
variables, taking all
ř
α cr,αP
mα “ 1, we have
gr,0 “ fr,0 `
ÿ
α
τα,rP
mα ` terms with poles at q ‰ 0,8,
which gives a family4 rgr,0s` “ p1 ´ qq1 ` t with any q-independent
value of t. In the other extreme, when all τα,k “ 0, we have
gr,0 “
˜ÿ
α
cα,rpqq|Q“0Pmα
¸
fr,0,
4We assume that LX Q f lies in K
8 in Λ`-neighborhood of the dilaton vector,
and in particular fr,0 “ p1´ qq1 mod Λ`.
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which yields a family rgr,0s` containing in projection along p1´ qq ` t
all multiples of p1 ´ qq. Our claim follows from this by virtue of the
formal Implicit Function Theorem.
5. Derivation of Theorem 1
One way to prove Theorem 1 would be to extend the arguments of
[5] where a recursion relation for the J-function of quantum K-theory
is derived from the virtual Kawasaki-RR formula on moduli spaces
of genus 0 stable maps. Here we are rather interested in obtaining
Theorem 1 as a consequence of the higher genus formula from Part
IX for the total descendant potential DX of permutation-equivariant
quantum K-theory of X . However, we need to warn the reader, that
such a derivation may in the end provide few advantages over the first,
more direct method.
The genus 0 descendant potential FX enters the total descendant
potential DX in the form
DX “ e
ř
ką0 ~
´kΨkpFXptk, t2k, . . . , trk, . . . qq{k `Op1q,
whereOp1q denotes all terms weighted by non-negative powers of ~, and
containing contributions of higher genus curves. The adelic expression
given for DX in Part IX is built from the adelic tensor product
DXpttpζqr u, ~, Qq :“
8â
M“1
D
tw
X{ZM
ˆ!
t
pζq
rpζq{
?
~rpζq
)
ζ: ζM“1
, 1, QM
˙
,
where DtwX{ZM ptt
pζq
rpζqu, ~, Qq is the total descendant potential of a certain
twisted fake quantum K-theory of the orbifold target space X{ZM .
Recall that the inputs t
pζq
rpζq P Kfake` :“ Kppq´ 1qq of DtwX{ZM are labeled
by primitive roots of unity ζ of orders mpζq dividing M , while the
subscript rpζq :“M{mpζq. This adelic product, subject to the suitable
dilaton shift, is considered as a quantum state xDXy in the quantization
of the adelic product of symplectic loop spaces:
pK8,Ω8q :“
8ź
r“1
pKprq,Ωprqq
Likewise, the dilaton-shifted function DX is considered as a quantum
state xDXy in the quantization of the symplectic loop space pK8,Ω8q,
where K8 consists of sequences f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q ofK-valued rational
functions of q.
The expression for xDXy in terms of xDXy is induced by the sym-
plectic adelic map : pK8,Ω8q Ñ pK8,Ω8q. To a sequence f of
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rational functions rational function of q, it associates a collection tf pζqr u
of K-valued Laurent series in pq ´ 1q, where f pζqr is the Laurent series
expansion near q “ 1 of Ψrpfrpq1{mpζq{ζqq. Note that f pζqr is related by
Ψr to what we denoted earlier in this text by f
pζq
r .
The relation between the quantization spaces induced by the sym-
plectic adelic map involves the change from the standard Lagrangian
polarization K8˘ (using which the adelic product bMDtwX{ZM is lifted to
a function on K8) to the uniform polarization, in which the negative
space coincides with adelic image of K8´ Ă K8. After the polarization’s
change, xDXy is identified with the restriction of xDXy to the image of
K8` “ K8{K8´ in K8` under the adelic map.
The whole expression has the structure of Wick’s formula of summa-
tion over graphs, where the factors in bMxDtwX{ZM y represent different
types of vertices, and the edge propagators come from the change of
polarization. The latter is equivalent to the application of e‘
8
r“1~
r∇r{2,
where∇r is a certain 2nd order differential operator acting only through
the inputs t
pζq
r {
?
~r of D8X of the same level r.
Our current goal is to extract from this expression a formula for the
genus-0 part of logDX , i.e. the terms with negative powers of ~:ÿ
ką0
~´kΨkpF0ptk, t2k, . . . , trk, . . . qq{k.
Recall that each DtwX{ZM has the form of the genus expansion Dptq “
e
ř
g ~
gFgptq, where Fg, which counts contributions of genus-0 stable maps
to the orbifold X{ZM , is homogeneous of degree 2 ´ 2g in t after the
dilaton shift. Contributions to genus-0 part of logDX come, however,
from mappings of those connected orbicurves to X{ZM whose ram-
ified ZM -cover is rational (though not necessarily connected). If pσi,
i “ 1, . . . , n, are marked points of ramification index mi “ M{ri on a
connected orbicurve pΣ, then Hurwitz’ formula for the Euler character-
istic of the covering curve Σ gives
eupΣq “Mp2 ´ 2g ´ nq `
nÿ
i“1
ri “M
˜
2´ 2g ´
ÿ
i
ˆ
1´ 1
mi
˙¸
.
For eupΣq to be positive, we must have g “ 0, all but at most 3 of mi
equal to 1, and those 3 (call them a, b, c) satisfy 1{a`1{b`1{c ą 1. Of
course, this singles out the ADE-orbifold structures on CP 1. However,
it is easy to check that in the cyclic group ZM there are no elements
of orders a, b, c whose product is the identity, unless it is Am´1-case:
one of a, b, c equals 1, and the other 2 are equal to m. In other words,
if Σ Ñ CP 1 is a rational ramified ZM -cover, then base CP 1 carries
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2 ramification points of the same order m, Σ consists of r “ M{m
disjoint copies of CP 1, and the generator h P ZM acts on Σ by cyclically
permuting the r copies in such a way that hr acts on each of them as
the multiplication by a primitive mth root of unity ζ at one of the
ramification points (and hence by ζ´1 at the other).
We can now extract from the logarithm of the adelic product the
vertex contribution into the genus-0 part of logDX . It has the form:
8ÿ
M“1
¨˚
˚˝F twX{ZM
˜
t
p1q
M?
~M
¸
` 1
2
ÿ
ζM“1
ζ‰1
C
d2F twX{ZM
˜
t
p1q
M?
~M
¸
t
pζq
rpζq?
~rpζq
,
t
pζ´1q
rpζ´1q?
~rpζ
´1q
G‹˛‹‚.
In this expression we use a number of ad-hoc conventions. By F twX{ZM we
denote here the genus-0 descendant potential of fake twisted quantum
K-theory of X{ZM . It is a function of ttpζqrpζqu, where ζ is an Mth root
of unity of primitive order mpζq, and rpζq “ M{mpζq. The input tp1qM
corresponds to the unramified sector (ζ “ 1). In the left summand, we
assume that the inputs from all other sectors are set to 0. In the previ-
ous discussion, this term represents contributions of totally unramified
(and hence trivial) ZM -covers ΣÑ CP 1. The right sum represents cov-
ers ramified at 2 points. Each term comes from the quadratic differen-
tial of F twX{ZM , and is a bilinear form in t
pζq
rpζq and t
pζ´1q
rpζ´1q. The coefficient
matrix of the bilinear form consists, of course, of the 2nd derivatives
of F twX{ZM in the direction of the appropriate sectors (corresponding to
ζ and ζ´1), and evaluated at the input t
p1q
M {
?
~M (as indicated in the
formula), while all inputs t
pηq
rpηq from ramified sectors (η
M “ 1, η ‰ 1)
are set to zero. The linear operator d2F twX{ZM pt
p1q
M {
?
~Mq acts from the
space pKpζqr q` Q tpζqr to pKpζqr q´ which is identified by the symplectic
pairing with the dual of pKpζ´1qr q` Q tpζ
´1q
r .
Since the (dilaton-shifted) functions F twX{ZM have homogeneity degree
2, we can rewrite the above sum by powers of ~:
F :“
8ÿ
r“1
~´r
˜
F
tw
X{Zrptp1qr q `
1
2
ÿ
ζ‰1
A
d2F twX{Zmpζqrpt
p1q
mpζqrq tpζqr , tpζ
´1q
r
E¸
.
There are two ways to approach our goal. One is to retain in
logpe‘r~r∇r{2eF q all terms of negative order in ~. This leads to sum-
mation over rooted trees. The other is to introduce the adelic version
L
8
X Ă pK8,Ω8q of the variety LX using FX and the standard polar-
ization K8˘ .
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Let us start with the first way. Put F “ řr ~´rFr, i.e. denote by Fr
the sum of the terms weighted by the rth power of ~´1, and consider
each F r as a family of functions of tr “ ttpζqr u depending on tp1qmr with
m ą 1 as parameters. Let us denote the parameters in F r by tp1qm,r
(thereby making the parameters with different r independent of each
other). The differential operator ∇r acts only through the variables tr.
Therefore
log
´
e~
r∇r{2e~
´rFr
¯
“ ~´rFr `Op~0q,
where Fr is obtained by Wick’s summation over trees from vertex con-
tribution F r and edge propagator ∇r. It still depends on t
p1q
m,r with
m ą 1 as parameters.
Let us now employ our second approach, based on the families of
Lagrangian varieties in adelic symplectic loop spaces.
We have
Fr “ F twX{Zrptp1qr q `
1
2
ÿ
ζ‰1
A
d2F twX{Zmpζqrpt
p1q
mpζq,rq tpζqr , tpζ
´1q
r
E
,
where t
p1q
m,r are viewed as parameters. Given their values, the graph
of dFr is a Lagrangian submanifold Lr in the adelic loop space K
prq,
which is the Cartesian product5
K
prq :“
ź
roots of unity ζ
K
pζq
r ,
where each K
pζq
r is a copy of Kfake :“ Kppq ´ 1qq. It is equipped with
the Cartesian product symplectic form
Ω8pf , gq “
ÿ
ζ
1
mpζq
8ÿ
r“1
1
r
Resq“1pf pζqr pq´1q, gpζ
´1q
r
pqqqprq dq
q
,
where the twisted Poincare´ pairing p¨, ¨qprq on K :“ K0pXq b Λ is
characterized by
pΨra,Ψrbqprq “ rΨrpa, bq.
Note that the symplectic form pairs the Lagrangian subspace pKpζqr q˘
with pKpζ´1qr q¯ (here `{´ refer to “power series/principal part” respec-
tively), and the standard polarization is K8˘ :“
ś
ζ,rpKpζqr q˘.
Based on the explicit form of F r, for each value of the parameters,
we have Lr “
ś
ζ L
pζq
r , where L
p1q
r Ă Kp1qr is the graph of dF twX{Zrpt
p1q
r q,
5More precisely, it is the subset in this product, consisting of sequences of Laurent
series in q ´ 1 with all but finitely many terms having no pole when considered
modulo any finite term of the filtration in Λ.
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and for ζ ‰ 1, each Lpζqr Ă pKpζqr q` ‘ pKpζ
´1q
r q´ is the graph of the
self-adjoint linear map t
pζq
r ÞÑ d2F twX{Zmpζqrpt
p1q
mpζq,rq tpζqr .
Our reasoning based on summation over trees implies that replacing
Fm with Fm can be considered as the change of the standard polariza-
tion into the uniform one without changing the Lagrangian submanifold
Lr Ă Kprq which represents the graph of the differential.
Our next goal is to see how all ∇mr intertwine Fr with Fmr (acting
through the parameters t
p1q
m,r on the former, and through the variables
t
pζq
mr on the latter), and extract terms of weight ~´1 from the whole ex-
pression. We claim that the terms of the total weight ~´r are obtained
by Wick’s summation over rooted trees, where the root vertex is rep-
resented by Fr, all other vertices correspond to Fmr with m ą 1, and
the edges, connecting vertices of lower level mr with higher level mlr,
come from the propagators ∇mlr.
le
ve
l
4
3
2
1
Figure 1. A rooted tree
This is a purely combinatorial statement. Orient the edges from
lower level to higher (Figure 1). For a tree just described, each non-
root vertex of level mr comes with the weight ~´mr and a unique en-
tering edge weighted by the inverse factor ~mr. Therefore the whole
rooted tree contributes with the weight ~´r of the root vertex. Con-
versely, suppose that a tree has k ` 1 ą 1 “roots” (i.e. vertices with
no entering edges). Then there are k edges in excess of those entering
non-root vertices and canceling their weights as above. Moreover, since
the part of the tree below any fixed level must remain cycle-free, the
weights ´ni, n0 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď nk of the roots are majorated by the weights
m1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď mk of the excess edges this way: ni ă mi. In effect,
due to the divisibility properties of the weights, 2ni ď mi. Therefore
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n0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk ď m1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mk, and hence the total weight of the tree
is non-negative. Finally, adding cycle-generating edges to a tree (even
with one root) makes the weight of the resulting graph non-negative.
Let us examine now the summation over trees with one root of level
r “ 1. It affects the root contribution F1 by shifting the values of the
parameters t “ ptp1q1,1, . . . , tp1qm,1, . . . q. This follows from Taylor’s formula
F1pt` yq “
ÿ
α“pα1,...,αm,... q
BαF1ptqy
α
α!
,
where ym signifies the component of the derivation ∇mFm (recall that
we view ∇m as a bi-derivation) in the direction of the variables t
p1q
m,1
(and dropping the components in the directions of t
pηq
m with η ‰ 1).
Of course, the variables t
pζq
m of Fm together with partial derivatives of
Fm in these variables (computed at certain values of the parameters
t
p1q
l,m) form a point on the graph of the differential of Fm (at these
values of the parameters), which is a Lagrangian submanifold in the
symplectic loop space Kpmq :“ śζ Kpζqm . Let us denote this point by
f
m
, and the Lagrangian submanifold by Lm. Since ∇m generates the
transition between the standard and uniform polarizations on Kpmq,
we conclude that the shifted value t
p1q
m ` ym of the parameter tp1qm,1 “
t
p1q
m can be described as the component in the untwisted sector of the
projection rf
m
s` of fm P Lm Ă Kpmq to K
pmq
` with respect to the
uniform polarization (while with respect to the standard one, such
projection is tm by the very definition).
The same is true for the terms weighted by ~´r, which come from
rooted trees with the root at the level r: the effect of all propagators
∇mlr on Fr consists in shifting the values of the parameters t
p1q
rm into
rf
rm
sp1q` where f rm P Lrm Ă Kprmq represents the differential dFrm at
the point ttpηqrmu and at the appropriate values of the parameters tp1qrlm.
The subscript in r. . . sp1q` refers to the projections along the negative
space of the uniform polarization in Kprmq, while the superscript in-
dicates the component in the untwisted sector η “ 1. Note that the
“appropriate” values of the parameters t
p1q
rlm are likewise determined
by the differentials of Fn, where n runs multiples of rlm, so that this
description has the form of an infinite recursion relation.
Our next goal is to identify L
pζq
r in terms of the genus-0 descendant
potential F fakeX of the fake (non-twisted) quantum K-theory of X . We
denote by LfakeX Ă Kfake the overruled Lagrangian cone (see [1, 3, 5])
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representing the graph of the differential of F fakeX with respect to the
Lagrangian polarization Kfake˘ on pKfake,Ωfakeq (and dilaton-shifted by
p1 ´ qq1). In the symplectic space Kp1qr (it is equipped with the sym-
plectic form based on the twisted pairing p¨, ¨qprq, lies the Lagrangian
cone ΨrpLfakeX q. In fact, this is Lp1qr .
To prove it, let us express in terms of F fakeX the function F
tw
X{Zr
at
the unramified input t
p1q
r “ t and with all inputs from ramified sectors
set to zero. We claim that6
F
tw
X{Zrpt, Qrq “ r´1ΨrpF fakeX pΨ1{rt, Qqq.
Indeed, let M temporarily denote a moduli space, X0,n,d, of genus-0
stable maps to X , so that its contribution to F fakeX ptq is given by
χfakepM;V q “
ż
rMs
chpV q tdpTMq,
where V “ bni“1 p
ř
m ev
˚
i ptmqLmi q, and TM is the virtual tangent bundle
to M. The same moduli space parameterizes stable maps to X{Zr,
which are trivial Zr-covers of stable maps to X . Its contribution to
FX{Zr (non-twisted) equals r
´1χfakepM ;V q, where the factor r´1 comes
from Zr-symmetries of the covers. The contribution into F
tw
X{ZM
is
different, and is equal to
r´1χfake
ˆ
M;V b EupTMq
EupΨrpTMqq
˙
.
The twisting fraction EupTMq{EupΨrpTMqq reflects the difference be-
tween deformations of a trivial Zr-cover as stable maps to X{Zr and
as a stable map to X of a disconnected curve with r components. For
each K-theoretic Chern root L of the virtual tangent bundle, we have
(putting x “ c1pLq):
tdpLq
ˆ
ch
EupLq
EupLrq
˙
“ x
1´ e´x
1´ e´x
1´ e´rx “
1
r
tdpLrq.
Therefore in cohomological terms, the contribution into F twX{Zr reads:
r´1´dimC TM
ż
rMs
chpV q tdpΨrpTMqq.
The integrand here can be rewritten as ΨrpchpΨ1{rpV qq tdpTMqq. Note
that Ψr acts on cohomology as multiplication by rdegree{2. Since inte-
gration over the virtual fundamental cycle rMs picks only the terms of
6Ψr is invertible in fake K-theory.
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degree 2 dimC TM, the result comes out the same as
r´1
ż
rMs
chpΨ1{rpV qq tdpTMq “ r´1χfakepM; Ψ1{rpV qq.
Taking into account that the polarizations in K
p1q
1 “ Kfake and Kp1qr are
also related by the operation Ψr, we conclude7 that the graph L
p1q
r Ă
K
p1q
r of the differential of F twX{Zr in the unramified sector (i.e. after
setting t
pζq
r “ 0 for all ζ ‰ 1) coincides with ΨrpLfakeX q.
Next, from Section 3 of Part IX, we have (in dilaton-shifted notation)
FX{ZM
`ttphquhPZr˘ “ ÿ
χPReprpZrq
F
fake
X
˜
1
M
ÿ
χ
tphqχphq
¸
.
The quadratic differential of FX{ZM at an unramified input is
1
2M
ÿ
h‰1
A
d2F
fake
X ptp1qq tphq, tph
´1q
E
,
where we took into account that dilaton-shifted 2nd derivatives of F fakeX
are homogeneous of degree 0. The Lagrangian subspace generated by
the quadratic form 1
2
A
d2F
fake
X ptqu, u
E
, i.e. the graph of the linear
map u ÞÑ d2F fakeX ptqu, is the tangent space T to LfakeX at the point
corresponding to dF fakeX at the input t. Now the transformation from
(non-twisted) FX{ZM to F
tw
X{ZM
described in Section 4 of Part IX shows
that the graph L
pζq
rpζq of the linear map u
pζq ÞÑ d2F twX{ZM ptqupζq (defined
by 2nd derivatives of F twX{ZM in sectors labeled by ζ
˘1) is obtained from
T by the multiplication operator (where r “ rpζq, m “ mpζq)
lζ,r “ e
ř
ką0
´
ΨkrpT˚
X
´1q
kp1´ζ´kqkr{mq
´ ΨkpT˚X´1q
kp1´qkq
¯
.
Note that our previous result F twX{ZM ptq “ M´1F
fake
X pΨ1{Mptqq implies
that l1,MT “ ΨMpT q. Therefore
L
pζq
r “ lζ,rpζql´11,MΨMpT q “ Ψrp△ζqΨMpT q “ Ψrp△ζΨmpT qq,
7The coefficient r´1 is absorbed by the fact the symplectic form in Kprq satisfies
ΩprqpΨrpfq,Ψrpgqq “ r´1ΨrpΩfakepf, gqq. Indeed, due to degree-2 homogeneity of
F
fake
X , for a point f P L
fake
X , we have F
fake
X prf s`q “ Ω
fakepf, rf s`q{2, and hence
ΩprqpΨrpfq,Ψrprf s`qq{2 “ r
´1ΨrpFfakeX prf s`q.
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where m “ mpζq, r “ rpζq, M “ mr, and
△ζ :“ e
ř
ką0
´
ΨkpT˚
X
´1q
kp1´ζ´kqk{mq
´ ΨkmpT˚X´1q
kp1´qkmq
¯
.
To be more accurate, one needs to tensor the result with Λ over ΨMpΛq
since ΨM may not be invertible on the coefficient ring.
Finally, let us combine all our previous observations on the adelic
data with the description of the adelic map which, according to the
main theorem of Part IX, induces xDXy from xDXy. The term FX in
logDX is induced this way from terms of weight ~
´1 in logDX after
the change of standard polarization to the uniform one.
Let f “ pf1, f2, . . . , fr, . . . q be a point on the graph LX Ă K8 of
the differential of FX . Then for each r, f r “ tf rpq1{mpζq{ζqu lies in
Lr “
ś
ζ L
pζq
r , which is the graph of the differential of Fr (in fact of
one of the functions of the family Fr, taken at an appropriate value of
the parameter) with respect to the uniform polarization.
More concretely, decompose each vector-valued rational function fr
into the sum of a Laurent polynomial tr P Kprq` and simple fractions ppηqr
with poles (or any order) at a root of unity q “ η: fr “ tr `
ř
η p
pηq
r .
Computing the adelic map, f r “ tf pζqr u, for a primitive mth root of
unity ζ , we find8
f pζqr “ Ψrpppζqr pq1{m{ζqq (Kpζq´ -part in the standard polarization)
`Ψr
˜
trpq1{m{ζq `
ÿ
η‰ζ
ppηqr pq1{m{ζq
¸
(K
pζq
` -part).
In particular, if we put tr “ 0, these expansions would describe vec-
tors of the negative space in the uniform polarization. For a gen-
eral value of tr, projections along such vectors yields Ψ
rptrpq1{m{ζqq.
This means that f r represents with respect to the uniform polariza-
tion the differential dFr, computed at the input ttpζqr u with tpζqr “
Ψrptrpq1{m{ζqq. Equivalently: f r represents with respect to the stan-
dard polarization the differential of dFr, computed at the point where
t
pζq
r “ Ψrptrpq1{m{ζq `
ř
η‰ζ p
pηq
r pq1{m{ζqq. Since the graph of dF r is
the product Lr “
ś
ζ L
pζq
r , we conclude that f
pζq
r P Lpζqr .
Now recall that L
p1q
r “ ΨrpLfakeX q to conclude that f p1qr “ Ψ1{rpf p1qr q
lies in LfakeX . This confirms the criterion (i) in Theorem 1.
8Expansions of rational functions into Laurent series near q “ 1 are tacitly
assumed on the right.
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Furthermore, to verify the criterion (ii), take ζ ‰ 1, and recall that
L
pζq
r “ Ψrp△ζΨmpT qqbΛ, where T is some tangent space to LfakeX . We
conclude that f
pζq
r “ Ψ1{rf pζqr lies in △ζΨmpT q b Λ.
How is the space T determined? It is TfL
fake
X , where rΨMpfqs`
(M “ mr) is the value of the parameter tp1qm,r in the family of functions
Fr. How is that value determined? It is the untwisted component
rfmrsp1q` of the point on the graph of dFmr. As we already know, f p1qmr
lies in ΨmrpLfakeX q, and hence f p1qmr “ Ψ1{mrpf p1qmrq lies in LfakeX . This
shows f “ f p1qmr and therefore T “ Tf p1qmrL
fake
X as required.
Ultimately we conclude that if f “ pf1, . . . , fr, . . . q is a point in LX ,
then the criteria (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 must be satisfied:
piq f p1qr P LfakeX , and piiq f pζqr P △ζΨmpTf p1qrmL
fake
X q bΨmpΛq Λ
for every r “ 1, 2, . . . , and every primitive mth root of unity ζ ‰ 1.
From the computational point of view, this is an infinite system of re-
cursion relations. However, as it is easy to see, modulo any fixed power
of the ideal Λ` (or, more explicitly, under a limited degree and/or the
number of marked points on the curves) this yields a finite system of re-
cursion relations which uniquely determines f P LX from the projection
t of f to K8` .
Thus, the criteria (i) and (ii) completely characterize points in LX
which in a Λ`-neighborhood of the dilaton vector.
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